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ORTHOGONALITIES AND CHARACTERIZATIONS 
OF 2-INNER PRODUCT SPACES

Y. J. Cho and S. S. Kim

1. Introduction

JLet -X be a real linear space of dimension greater than 
1. Let (•, • I•) be a real-valued function on XxXxX which 
satisfies the following conditions：

(A) 愆"이

(;r, 기 2)=0 if and only if x and z are linearly de
pendent,

(4) (皿 기2)= (z, 잉;r),
(厶) 愆，3但) = (夕, 지Z),
(&) (cm, y!z)=a(x, ylz),
(厶){x + x\ y\z) = (z, y\z) + (矿 y\z)

for every x, y z in X and for real number a. Then 
(•? ■ I,) is called a 2~inner product and (X,(.,・|.))a 2- 
inner product space ([4]). The concepts of 2-inner product 
and 2-inner product space are 2-dimensional analogy of the 
concepts of inner product and inner product space. R. E. 
Ehret [4] proved that on any 2-inner product space 
즈, I氐 이|2= (z, 이?) defines a 2-norm for which

(z, 3,1Z) = 11"-y 이 12—旧— y 이 12)
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and
\\^+y,z\\2+\\x-y9z{\2=2(\\x9z\[2+\\y9z\\2)

for every x, y9z(^Q) in X and 2 y).

One of the following (A)〜(C) listed below is a condition 
which is necessary and sufficient conditio교 for a linear 
2-normed space X to be a 2-inner product space. The돈e 
characterization (A)~(C) of 2-inner product spaces were 
proved by C. Diminnie, S. Gahler and A. White (匚口)： 

let z U X be an arbitrary nonzero element.
(A) If ZUUX, 假，이I 늬 Im；이 1 = 1 and 2 芷卩愆心), 

then \\x + y,z\\2 + IB一 义이卩 = 4,
(B) If. y -Xl_a：i±d 3. -nonzero-al niinihcT 点, ] 卩右厂끼 [ = 

\\y,z\\9 then II虹+ Eyz||〉||e + ：y,이I,
(C) If x.y&X and 服,이| = ||北z||, then \\kx+y,z\\^ 

\\x+ky,z\\ for all real number k.

The main pu호pose of thi오 paper i않 to give some new cha
racterizations of 2-inner product spaces and to p호。vide 
simpler proofs of existing similar characterization,

2. Orthogonalities

Throughout this note, X will denote a linear 2-normed 
space, z in X with z 구〔0 and z 丰 V(x9 y).

Definition 2.1. For linear 2-normed space an element x 
of X is isosceles orthogonal to an element y (written 
z丄w) if |* + y,이| = ||*r一义이|.

Definition 2.2. For a linear 2-normed space an element 
z of X is Pythagorean orthogonal to an element y (written 
0L V) if 住一:y, 이2늬이|2 + ]Ly, 히 ]2.
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Definition 2.3- For a linear 2-normed space an element 
z of X is J-orthogonal to an element y (written 丁) 

if 거-如，히 |〉|氐 ；이 I for every real number k.

From [5j we know the following theorem：

Theorem 2.1. If a:云 0, y in a linear 2-normed space, 
then there exist numbers a, c and d such that z | +
流사+ 企丄j(c@ + ：y) and {dx + y} Further, if
IL이I MH•이I, then \a\ <

By using the techniques in C. Diminnie, S. Gahler and 
Aa White (T2j), we have the following results： let zUX 
and Xz denoted the quotient space X/V(z). For (rr)7> (j?)z 
in Xz define 愆)z+(3 广)z=愆 + 丁)勺 (口工)广and 
II (工)』z= llz, |, Then (X」，|| • ||z) is a normed linear space. 
X- will denote this linear space.

Thus it follow응 that；

Theorem 2.2. If x 0, y in X, then there exist numbers 
a、b、c and d such that $丄z(cza； + ;y), z丄力(Z?z + ；y), z丄』 

{cx + d) and (de + 3，)丄jZ・ Further if ||义 이I M IS, 
then \a\ < |]义이|/|| j잉

A교 oHhogonality 丄 is called left(right) unique if for 
3; in X, there exist only one a such that (公r + 夕)丄;r 

(m丄(亦+))).

Remark. For isosceles and pythagorean orthogonalities, 
left and right uniqueness are equivalent.

For J-orthogonality, the following was proved

Theorem 2.3 ([6]). ^-orthogonality,丄j, is left(right) 
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unique if and only if X is strictly convex (smooth).

Definition 2.4([3]). X is strictly convex if 끼| = 

13,히丨 = I으房으-, * =1 imply y-x.

Theorem 2.4. An isosceles orthogonality,丄马 in X is 
unique if and only if X is strictly convex.

Proof. Suppose that X is not strictly convex and iso
sceles orthogonality is not unique. Then, by Theorem 2.2, 
there exist "NO, y in X and a real number a > 0 such 
that z丄』y and z丄Jczz + w). The function jf(/) = |ky+M:, 이 

—8 8, is a strictly convex function with f(X) — 1)
and 于고) =孑(淳一고) because 丄 is CEiihxsgoiiaixty-

In the case 0 < tz 2, we have

六0一1) =项(윽으(一1) +을)

<纟3项(―1)-/(1)

=須(~으 (d —1) + (1-----身) (a + 1)) <二产怎 + 1).

This contradicts f(a — ]_) =了(a + l).
In other case a > 2, will have two district local minima, 

one each in [ — 1,1] and [tz —1, a + 1]. This contradicts that 
f is strictly convex function.

Conversely, suppose that X is not strictly convex. Then 

난〔ere exist 皿 ：y in X such that I 成, 이 1 = 13, 기 | =，쯔专), 彳 1=1 

implies y^x. We get \\^ + y9z\l = \\x + y+(^—y)9 z\\=^\\x+ 
3,一 (z—夕), ;히 ]. Put xf — x + y and — Then we have 
HS이I니扫/+乂이| = ||”一乂이|3夭。・ Hence,
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i"+을'%，세니M峙+巻 Tl=ll宀%-哙 卓 

Thus

This contradicts the uniqueness of 丄

3. Characterizations of 2-inner product spaces

Theorem 3.1. For a linear 2-normed space X, the follow
ing statements are equivalent:

(1) X is a 2-inner product space,
(2) 1교 X9 h丄由 y nnpiy 7Z；_Lt 3%
(3) x,y in X, ，imply x±py.

At first, we shall prove lemma.

Lemma 3.2. If Pythagorean orthogonality implies isos
celes orthogonality in a linear 2-normed space X, then X 
is strictly convex.

Proof. Suppose that X is not strictly convex. Then there 

exist y in X such that \\x,z\\ = \\y,z\\= | z\ = 1

implies y x and x^p y (called x is not pythago호ean 
o호thogcmality to y). By Theorem 2.2., there exists a 
nonzero real number a such that z丄力 ax + y9 that is,

||z- (ax^y)9z\\2=\\a:,z\\2+\\ax+y9z\\2
= l + \\ax + yiz\\2................... (*)

and by the fact that 丄刀 implies 丄七□:丄+ 

FuHher, k기 Ml by Theorem 2. 2.
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From (*), we get

!<. l+ll 心+ 夕,이 |2

= (2+ez)2 心+z+：y J：2
2 + a —9 勺1

= H心;+ z + y 이 |2

M{|E：+”, 이| + ||y 끼IP
= 0+1)이*,끼『+2&+기 I成,이11|3、이I + IIm이I?
=("2)%

Thus, we obtain a— — l. Apply a— — 1 to (*). Then 
1=13, 이|2=IK—y zIF + l and therefore 이I =0.
Hence x — y and z are linea 고 ly dependent. That is, 
z = a(【芯一3)for some 샤! u R, or ：y=0.

(i) a=0, then 2 = 0, This contradicts ||^5 ^11 = 1= 11^)2：||> 
(ii) oc7^0 and e —}尹0, then z = a(x — y) ^0.

This contradicts 2冬卩(可夕)。 Consequently, x—y~Q 
which contradicts x 丰

Proof of Theorem 3.1. (1) implies (2) is trivial, (2) implies 
(3) : Suppose that (2) does not imply (3). The교 there exist 

in X such that x±_ty but a七匕成. By Theorem 2.2•호 

choose a nonzero real number a such that z丄成+：y). 
But by (2), z_L(<zz + V)・ Hence, by Lemma 3.2 and (2), 
X is strictly convex. Also, by Theorem 2- 4? an isosceles 
orthogonality, 丄七 is unique. This contradicts a^Q,

(3) implies (1): Let 이| = ||义히| = 1. Then, since 
\\^+y+x-y.z\\ = \\x+y-x+y.z\\, z+夕丄双一w and so 
z+j사-产一y Thus, we get ||z + y 이卩 + 假一y이『니&+■ 

y+z—y,이|2=4. By (A), X is a 2-inner product space.
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Theorem 3. 3. For a linear 2-normed space, the following 
statements are equivalent：

(1) X is a 2-inner product space,
(2) in X, x\^py implies z丄uy,
(3) x^y in X, z丄ry implies x±_py.

At first, we shall prove lemma.

Lemma 3.4. If Pythagorean orthogonality,丄力，implies 
J-orthogonalitjr, 丄j, in a linear 2-normed space, then X i은 
strictlj- convex.

Proof. Suppose that X is not strictly convex. Then there 

exist X. y in X such that I 이| = ||义 이 | 즈寺J 시 = 1
'a Z I

implies 5 걱二 & and 工二匕 으幸으 . By Theorem 2.2, there exists

a nonzero real number a such 

that is,

that ■즈！1以 丄/a 으扌&+z）.

］学一(宀끙5), £ =『으尸, *2

+、a 旦3으 +*, 冃 !

= l + \'a 으*或 + x, 세%..(**)
' 厶 ' 1

and since 丄力 implies 丄：，

、匕沪 危愆즈尹繇）, 세〉"券以,就=1……（***）

for every real k.
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With k=一-胃，(***) yields |a| V 1. Again putting 

j, 1 x + y 1 (n ^+y 1 z
『-飞專， 2—一节否(—厂3, z

_；l 1 v』 
-i! a + 2 叫 찌

시—L_I a + 2
>1.

Thus a= — lo We apply a— ― 1 to (**)

1 = x+y , x~y 
~2~3

2 
Z

니 I 学，꾸，牛 
=i半产北

Therefore ||“一y 어丨 = 0» The rest of the argument is same 
as in proof of lemma 3.2.

3.3. (1) implies (2) is trivial. (2) 

that (2) does not imply (3). Then 
X such that z丄j：y but 匕y By
a nonzero real number a such that

Proof of Theorem 

implies (3): Suppose 
there exist y in 
Theorem 2.2, choose
(时 + z)丄应.By (2),(砂 + %)丄炉 Also, by Lemma 
3.4, X is strictly convex and by Theorem 2.3, J-orthogon- 
ality is a left unique. This contradicts czW0・

(3) implies (1) : Let IB, 히| = ||y：이|=L If 旋;丄丄y and 
(”+预)丄」(“一夕), 나ie교 4 = ||工+或+"—义이|2 = \\x+y9z\\2+

이卩・ Thu동 by (A), X is 2-inner product space. 
If 匕zjy, then choose w G X such that n丄j也 and 
(卫 + 也)丄，"一也). Hence
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I" 히I니"쯔土쁴京으二끄 , Z 2

2
苓쯔, 세寸負, /

=峙，4P豚 寸+恪 可세!으，z 2

This means \\x, z\\ = \\w9 z\\ — l. Let a and b be such that 
y=ax + bw. Then

||义祈|2니 |心+况% 이 |2
= I I々皿 :이 卩+11况%이 |2

— a2 + b29
IW + y, 이 [2= ||（l + cz）z + 3hj,z||2

=（1十 a）2 + /,

and
llz—y ：이 |2=u（] 一 一"，也, z\\2

= （l~a}2+b2.
Therefore, \\x + y,闭卩 + ]云一3“：||2=2（潔 + 罗）+2

= 2||义 이 卩+2 
=4.

Hence, by （A）, X is a 2-inner product space.

Lemma 3.5. If isosceles orthogonality is homogenous in 
linear 2-normed space X , then X is a 2-inner product space.

Proof. If |惊,잉| = lky,z]|, x,y in X, then ||“+：y+e— 
M히 1 = 1 俱+」y-（a—：y）,z|| and so 愆+ 丁）丄心—3，）. If isos
celes orthogonality is homogenous i교 X, then

||愆 + 1）（0+侦） + （0-1）愆一3丿）,이|

or
\\dx+y9z\\ = \\x + ay, z\\ for all real a.
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Hence, by(C), X is a 2-inner product space.

Theorem 3.6. For a linear 2-normed space X, the follow
ing statements are equivalent:

(1) X is a 2-inner product space.
(2) x.y in X, implies

Proof. (1) implies (2) is trivial. (2) implies (1): Let 
x Q9 y in X. By [6, Theorem], there exists a real number 
a such that x\_3(axJry'). Since J-orthogonality is homo
genous. for every real number k. Also, by
(2), x\_tk{ax + y) for every real number k. Thus by 
Lemma 3.5, we obtain (2) implies (1).

Theorem 3.7. For a linear 2-normed space X, the follow
ing statements are equivalent：

(1) X is a 2-inner product space.
(2) x.y in X, y implies x±j y.

Proof. (1) implies (2) is trivial. (2) implies (1) : Suppose 
that

IIJ 硏 1 = 11乂闵1
for every y in X. Then

||z+：y+a;—:y, 이l = IU+3,一 (z—:y), 이], 

that is, (z+：y)_Lz(a;—：y). Therefore (z+：y)丄— :y). Thus 
we have \ \x~\-y + k{x~y)^z\\^\\x-\ry9 z\\ for all real number 
k. In particular for all a〉1 we have

||z+=y+ £二： (a—y), 丁,이

Therefore

\\ax + a~ly, 이I〉어」g + 夕,끼I

习眞+夕,이 I for all
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Hence by (B), X is a 2-inner product space.
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